THIS IS PRESTIGE. THIS IS MOMENTUM.
THIS IS LEADERSHIP. THIS IS INNOVATION.
THIS IS COMMUNITY. THIS IS FAMILY.
THIS IS AUBURN.
Auburn University’s new five-year Strategic Plan calls for enhancing the vitality of our faculty through elevating our intellectual community. We are committed to supporting each faculty member in their efforts to become global leaders known for delivering exceptional instructional, research, and outreach programs. Auburn is placing a key emphasis on attracting, retaining, and developing a diverse faculty and developing significant opportunities for increased collaboration and multidisciplinary activity. Read the full plan guiding Auburn’s future and consider joining us: auburn.edu/strategicplan

From developing high-power output storage to launching student-built satellites to evaluating materials under extreme gravitational forces, Auburn researchers are playing a prominent role in NASA’s future endeavors. With a tradition of six graduates serving as astronauts, Auburn’s connection with space exploration continues to evolve.

www.auburn.edu/NASA

This is where space exploration and practical research meet.